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Stabilization effect in ferroelectric materials during aging
in ferroelectric state
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We report that aging in ferroelectric state results in an increase of reverse transition temperature Tf

in both BaTiO3 single crystal and Pb0.84La0.16Ti0.96O3 polycrystal. This indicates that the
ferroelectric phase is gradually stabilized during aging below Curie temperature. The evolution of
the stabilization with aging time in these two different systems obeys the same kinetic function, but
with different relaxation time. This indicates that the stabilization effect of the two systems stems
from a common origin. We suggest that the stabilization is due to a short-range ordering of point
defects, driven by a symmetry-conforming tendency of point defects. © 2005 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2084343�
Ferroelectric aging is a well-observed fact in all ferro-
electric materials. It refers to a gradual change of various
physical properties after aging in ferroelectric state.1,2 As
ferroelectric aging strongly affects the properties and stabil-
ity of the ferroelectric materials, it has received much atten-
tion over the past decades, and many models have been pro-
posed to explain the phenomena.3–9 Some models ascribe the
aging effect to certain domain-wall pinning effect, while oth-
ers ascribe it to grain boundary effect. However, so far there
is no unified explanation that can explain all aspects of the
ferroelectric aging.

In this letter, we show that there exists a new aspect of
the ferroelectric aging so far unrecognized. That is, a gradual
increase of reverse transition temperature Tf �reverse transi-
tion finishing temperature� with aging time. We refer to such
an aging effect as the “stabilization effect,” as the ferroelec-
tric phase is stabilized during aging. This is an unexpected
finding in view of the common sense that Curie temperature
is considered as a stable quantity and should not change with
time. In the present work, we performed a comparative in-
vestigation of the stabilization effect between a simple
ferroelectric system, BaTiO3 single crystals �with low level
of oxygen vacancies� and a more complex system
Pb0.84La0.16Ti0.96O3 �PLT� ceramics �which contains more
Ti-site vacancies�. We found that stabilization occurs in both
systems and they show qualitatively the same behavior, but
with a difference in speed, which is related to the defect
concentrations. Our results suggest that the mechanism of
stabilization is the diffusion of point defects inside crystal
lattices, driven by a symmetry-conforming short-range-order
�SC-SRO� tendency of these defects.

First, we explored the stabilization effect in a BaTiO3
single crystal, which contains no grain boundary. This ex-
periment can exclude the possible effect of grain boundary.
The sample was prepared by a top-seeded solution growth
technique. It naturally contains a small amount of Fe3+ im-
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purities and oxygen vacancies �through charge compensa-
tion�. The sample was cooled through its transition tempera-
ture �130 °C� and followed by aging at 60, 80, and 100 °C,
for different periods of time. Second, we also studied the
stabilization effect of a PLT sample �its Curie temperature is
191 °C.�, which was prepared by a conventional solid-route
process. The sample was aged at 160, 170, and 180 °C, re-
spectively, for 24–192 h. After aging, the reverse transition
finishing temperature Tf �defined in the inset of Fig. 1� was
instantly determined by the differential scanning calorimetry
�DSC� measurement �Rigaku Thermo Plus DSC 8230�. Here
we use Tf �reverse transition finishing temperature� rather
than the peak temperature to characterize the reverse transi-
tion temperature, because we want to make a comparison
with the similar aging effect in a ferroelastic system.10 The
physical meaning of Tf is the temperature above which spon-
taneous polarization disappears completely.

Contrary to the common sense that phase transition tem-
perature should be a fixed temperature for a given ferroelec-

FIG. 1. Shift of DSC peaks of ferroelectric-paraelectric transition of a
BaTiO3 single crystal sample with increase of aging time in ferroelectric
state. Aging temperature is 80 °C. Arrows denote the reverse transition fin-
ishing temperature, Tf, as defined by the inset. “Deaged” means that the
aged sample is heated to paraelectric phase and held for a certain period to

remove the aging effect before cooling again into ferroelectric phase.
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tric crystal, Fig. 1 clearly shows that Tf of BaTiO3 single
crystal increases with aging time, that is, the stabilization
effect exists in a ferroelectric system. Figure 2 shows the
relationship between Tf and aging time and temperature; it is
clear that the stabilization effect is stronger when aging tem-
perature is higher. These phenomena demonstrate that the
stabilization effect is related to a certain diffusion process,
because both longer time and higher temperature are favor-
able for diffusion.

In order to clarify the stabilization effect, we observed
the same effect in another ferroelectric system of the
same structure �but with higher vacancy concentration�,
Pb0.84La0.16Ti0.96O3 ceramics. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
stabilization effects are quite similar in these two different
systems. Furthermore, we fitted the raise of Tf with aging
time in BaTiO3 single crystal and Pb0.84La0.16Ti0.96O3 ceram-
ics, and found that both of them fit well to a Chapman func-
tion, Tf�t�−Tf�0�=A�1−exp�−t /��1/2�, where A is the magni-
tude of the aging effect, t is aging time, and the relaxation
time � is a measure of the aging rate �a detailed account will
be presented in another article�. From the common kinetics
of aging in the two different systems, it seems that the origin
of stabilization effect must be related to certain common fac-
tors in the two systems. As the size of ferroelectric domains
is quite different in these two materials, it is difficult to ra-
tionalize the effect in terms of any domain-wall-related pro-
cess. Furthermore, as BaTiO3 single crystal does not have
grain boundary, any explanation in terms of grain boundary
effect can also be excluded. Therefore, the most plausible

FIG. 3. Shift of DSC peaks of ferroelectric-paraelectric transition of
Pb0.84La0.16Ti0.96O3 ceramics with increase of aging time in ferroelectric
state. Aging temperature is 180 °C. �See Fig. 1 for explanation of deaged

FIG. 2. Reverse transition temperature Tf of a BaTiO3 single crystal sample
as a function of ferroelectric aging time at different temperatures.
and arrows.�
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explanation for the stabilization effect seems to be the diffu-
sion of point defects inside crystal lattices.

In the following, we show that the diffusion of point
defects inside crystal lattices stems from a simple and com-
mon property of defect-containing crystals. We consider a
typical ferroelectric crystal with ABO3 perovskite structure,
which contains point defects �such as dopants and vacan-
cies�. The idea is also applicable to any other ferroelectric
crystals because only symmetry is of relevance. Figure 5
shows the statistical local environment around a given defect
�e.g., a heterovalent impurity D3+ with respect to Ti4+ in
barium titanate� at central site 0 in a perovskite ABO3 struc-
ture. Six oxygen sites form an octahedron. Above the Curie
temperature, the crystal symmetry of the paraelectric phase is
cubic and centro-symmetrical �Fig. 5�a��; thus for defect ion
D3+ at central site 0, the six sites at apexes of oxygen octa-
hedron are equivalent, and all cube-corner sites are also
equivalent. For such a high-symmetry structure, it is natural
that the probability of finding a defect at site i�i=1–6� about
the ion D3+ at site 0 �conditional probability� is equal to that
at any other apex of the octahedron, i.e., P1

d= P2
d= P3

d= P4
d=

P5
d= P6

d, �Pi
d� Pi

d �0D�, where superscript d denotes defect.
This identical probability of defect distribution among
equivalent sites corresponds to a cubic symmetry of defect

FIG. 4. Reverse transition temperature Tf of Pb0.84La0.16Ti0.96O3 ceramics as
a function of ferroelectric aging time at different temperatures.

FIG. 5. Symmetry-conforming property of the short-range order �SRO� of
point defects in ABO3 perovskite crystals. Black areas in � represent the
conditional probability of finding a point defect around a given impurity D3+

in site 0. The crystal symmetry and SRO symmetry can be expressed in a
simple symbolic representation as shown below. Square and rectangle rep-
resent higher and lower symmetry, respectively. �a� Cubic phase: P1

d=
P2

d= P3
d= P4

d= P5
d= P6

d, P7
d= P8

d= P9
d= P10

d = P11
d = P12

d = P13
d = P14

d , �b� tetragonal
polar phase: P1

d= P2
d= P3

d= P4
d� P5

d� P6
d, P7

d= P8
d= P9

d= P10
d � P11

d = P12
d = P13

d =
d
P14. Arrows in rectangle represent the symmetry with polar axis.
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short-range distribution. Following the same reasoning,
when a defect occupies cube corners, the same cubic defect
symmetry can also be found, i.e., P7

d= P8
d= P9

d= P10
d = P11

d =
P12

d = P13
d = P14

d . In other words, the probability of finding a
certain defect about a given ion �or defect� follows the cubic
crystal symmetry. On the other hand, below the Curie tem-
perature, the ion D3+ moves away from the central position.
As a result, the associated oxygen octahedron is distorted. A
low symmetry ferroelectric phase is formed �Fig. 5�b��.
Some apexes of the octahedron become inequivalent about
ion D3+ at site 0. The same situation happens for defects at
cube corners. In such a case, interactions between ion D3+

and a defect at inequivalent sites are different. Some SRO
configuration must be more stable than others. A typical ex-
ample is: a negatively charged defect tends to occupy a site
near a positively charged ion, rather than a site that is far
away. As a consequence, the probability of finding a certain
defect about ion D3+ becomes less symmetrical in equilib-
rium, that is, P1

d= P2
d= P3

d= P4
d� P5

d� P6
d, P7

d= P8
d= P9

d= P10
d �

P11
d = P12

d = P13
d = P14

d , conforming to the polar tetragonal crys-
tal symmetry. Therefore, Fig. 5 suggests that, when in equi-
librium the probability of finding a point defect around a
given ion/defect possesses the same symmetry as the crystal
symmetry. This symmetry consideration also applies to sites
farther from D3+, but the effect becomes weaker. Therefore,
the effect is a short-range-order �SRO� effect. This is the
symmetry-conforming SRO �SC-SRO� property of point
defects.

With the symmetry-conforming SRO property of point
defects, now it is easy to understand why Tf of ferroelectric
materials increases during aging in the ferroelectric state.
When phase transition �from paraelectric to ferroelectric� oc-
curs, crystal symmetry can change abruptly, but point defects
stay at their original sites because of the diffusionless nature
of such a transition. Therefore, defect symmetry does not
match the crystal symmetry, and thus this configuration is
unstable. During aging, point defects rearrange �through dif-
fusion� themselves to create a defect symmetry following the
crystal symmetry. Then, two symmetries conform to each
other and a stable state is formed. From a thermodynamic
viewpoint, such a stable ferroelectric state corresponds to a

higher Tf than the un-aged one �i.e., the sample without ag-
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ing�. This is why Tf increases with aging time in the ferro-
electric state.

Very interestingly, stabilization effect exists in another
kind of ferroic materials, martensite/ferroelastic materials.11

The SC-SRO principle of point defects can explain it as
well,10 even though Coulomb interaction is weak in such
systems. Furthermore, another important aging effect,
rubber-like behavior in ferroelastic system, is understood by
the mentioned mechanism.12,13 This mechanism has lead to a
parallel aging effect in ferroelectric systems, the constriction
of electric hysteresis loop accompanied with large strain in
aged BaTiO3 single crystals and polycrystals, as revealed by
recent study.14–16 Therefore, the stabilization effect in ferro-
electrics reported here indicates that the SC-SRO principle of
point defects plays a central role in the aging effect in both
ferroelectric and ferroelastic systems. Besides the stabiliza-
tion effect and constriction of electric hysteresis loop, ferro-
electric systems exhibit many other kinds aging behavior; the
SC-SRO principle may provide new insight into various as-
pects of aging effect in ferroelectrics.
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